


DESTINATION
CRETE

The land of ancient Gods and Titans, the 
island of myth, history, rich culture, 
beautiful nature, paradise beaches and 
fine gastronomy. Crete is already well 
known in Europe and around the world for 
the sun and sea escapes and its diet that is 
considered to be one of the healthiest and 
tastiest in the Mediterranean.
What you will also find out when you visit 
Crete is that it offers almost everything 
one would wish. Cities and traditional vil-
lages, dream beaches and beautiful 
mountains, a buzzing nightlife and seclud-
ed natural hideaways, a variety of recre-
ational ideas and sports as well as 
deep-rooted traditional customs. Add one 
of the world’s top archaeological sites, 
Knossos, and the world renowned Cretan 
hospitality to the mix for the 
experience of a lifetime.

OMICRON
HOTELS

www.omicronhotels.com



OMICRON 
HOTELS

We are a family-owned group of hotels in Crete, Greece. As a genuine Greek family 
we welcome guests with warmth and attentiveness and we strive to create the 
ultimate hospitality experience that comes straight from the heart. Our service 
standards were born from family values and grown into professional hotelier 
knowledge. Each one of our hotels retains its own distinctive personality with a 
diverse range of accommodations.

ΒRAND 
PILLARS 

Unique location
360 views
Sustainable design
Authentic culinary experiences
Wellness
Our people
Respect for nature. 

LUXURY 
STAYS

Relaxing resorts that o�er you authentic Cretan 
hospitality , incredible sea views, revitalizing 
wellness , �tness choices and upscale culinary 
options.

www.omicronhotels.com
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Situated on the rocky cliffs of Crete is a tran-
quil wellness retreat.
The luxe Greek resort overlooks the Aegean 
Sea with a contemporary meets natural 
design scheme that spans 49 ocean-front 
suites and villas, each outfitted with their 
own private saltwater pool. A destination 
where dreams are made." 
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a new stylish holiday  resort in crete that 
combines unique architecture, gastronomy, 
nature, wellness and endless sea views and 
cultural charm. The cozy character of Sea 
Side comes from natural elements and 
earthy tones. The authentic experience of 
hospitality and a true sense of place unfolds 
in each of our guest rooms. Elegant spaces 
with modern furnishing and boho chic touch-
es, make the perfect hideaway and a well-
ness haven.
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this contemporary Island styling resort, is 
redesigned for total comfort and comple-
mented by greek cycladic details , providing 
beautifully landscaped gardens and tur-
quoise pools. A relaxing environment,  offers 
its widest choice of accommodation from 
doubles to family maisonettes with an exclu-
sive terrace, balcony or  garden. A personal 
space in which to kick back and slow down 
Light and airy, the hotel has everything that 
make your stay memorable.



INTERNSHIP

WHAT?
 WHEN?

 HOW?
 

WHO?
 

WHY?
WHERE?
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An internship is a period of work experience offered by an em-
ployer to give students and graduates exposure to the working 
environment, which relates to their field of study.

It gives you practical skills, workplace experience and greater 
knowledge of the hospitality industry. 

Hospitality/Tourism Schools students and graduates. 

From April (earlier)  to October (latest) Minimum 3 months and 
maximum 6 months.

In the best luxury hospitality group in Crete, 
Omicron Hotels.

By sending your CV to us. Together we will find the best intern 
position for you. 
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BUT WHY 
IN OMICRON 
HOTELS?

Our resorts are 5* luxury properties
operating with the highest standards.

You will have the opportunity to interact 
with and get valuable knowledge from 
the best hospitality professionals.

You will equally participate in all of the 
high standard training programs,
acquiring extra knowledge and skills.

You will have the highest internship 
compensation and benefits in Greece.

We will be by your side and support you 
in every step of the internship.

You will be our future professionals and 
managers.

You will have the opportunity to combine 
the internship with numerous options 
to have fun in one of the world top
tourism destinations.
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INTERNSHIP
PLACEMENTS

F&B 
DEPARTMENT 
Waiter / Waitress Assistant  - Restaurant 
Waiter / Waitress Assistant  - Bar 
Barman / Barmaid 
Waiter/ Waitress Assistant  - Room Service 
Restaurant Hostess
Kitchen personell
Spa personell 

FRONT 
OFFICE 
DEPARTMENT 
Assistant Receptionist 
Assistant Reservations Officer 
Assistant Guest Relations Officer 
Bellboy - Groom 

JOIN
OUR

TEAM 

WE
OFFER

Excellent Professional Environment
Monthly Internship Salary - 700€
3 Meals per day + Beverages
Working Clothes
Housing  
Career Opportunities 

Mononaftis, Ag. Pelagia,

715 00 Crete, Greece

+30 2810 812240

Send your CV at:

michalis.markakis@omicronhotels.com
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